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Executive Summary

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. has teamed with Plug Power, Inc. of Latham, NY, and
the City of Las Vegas, NV, to develop, design, procure, install and operate an on-site
hydrogen generation system, an alternative vehicle refueling system, and a stationary
hydrogen fuel cell power plant, located in Las Vegas.

The facility will become the benchmark for validating new natural gas-based hydrogen
systems, PEM fuel cell power generation systems, and numerous new technologies for
the safe and reliable delivery of hydrogen as a fuel to vehicles. Most important, this
facility will serve as a demonstration of hydrogen as a safe and clean energy alternative.
Las Vegas provides an excellent real-world performance and durability testing
environment.

The project has contributed to the achievement of two DOE technology milestones from
the Technology Validation section of the Hydrogen, Fuel Cells and Infrastructure
Technologies Program Multi-Year Research, Development and Demonstration Plan:
 Milestone 11 – Validate cost of producing hydrogen in quantity of $3.00/gge

untaxed based on DOE’s H2A model: Results achieved and lessons learned from
this project were applied to the Penn State Fueling Station, assisting in the progress
on this milestone under that project.

 Milestone 15 – Validate co-production system using 50 kW fuel cell, hydrogen
produced at $3.60/gge and electricity at 8 cents/kW hr based on DOE’s H2A
model: Results of the demonstrated testing of the distributed production of hydrogen
for this project in concert with Detroit Edison (DTE) testing of a fuel cell in another
DOE project validate the capability to achieve this milestone as defined by the
HFCIT Multi-Year RD&D Plan.

The DOE Hydrogen Fuel Cells and Infrastructure Technology Program’s Multi-Year
Program Progress targets are obtainable when the technologies are adopted in sufficient
numbers to achieve manufacturing economies of scale.

The Energy Station has proved to be a viable operational concept. To date, the station
has safely serviced as many as 6 vehicles (fuel cell vehicles + HCNG converted, full-
sized vans) for the CLV. In addition, the fuel cell has provided a use for hydrogen during
low levels of vehicle fueling demand. Finally, the project has provided a significant
source of development opportunities, given the applied technology demonstration in a
real-world environment (see Design Issues and Recommendations below). Lessons
learned have been incorporated into the Penn State Hydrogen Fueling Station project.
Future directions are to support CLV fleet expansion as applicable and to continue to
provide the public with a positive demonstration of the safety, convenience, and
economical use of hydrogen as a fuel for vehicles.
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Project Overview
Three organizations, Air Products a Chemicals, Inc., Plug Power Inc., and the City of Las
Vegas, have teamed to develop, design, procure, install, and operate an alternative
vehicle refueling station, and a stationary hydrogen fuel cell power plant, located in Las
Vegas.

Small-scale, on-site hydrogen production technology that can operate on readily available
fuels such as natural gas will be required to provide hydrogen fueling stations where
delivered hydrogen is not readily available. Small-scale, natural gas-based hydrogen
reformers are not fully developed, and will suffer from poor economics due to their scale
and due to poor utilization rates. One approach to achieving high utilization rates on the
reformer is to baseload it with a stationary fuel cell that produces electric power while the
intermittent vehicle-fueling load, and resulting demand shortfall, is handled by diverting
a portion of the hydrogen from the fuel cell to the fuel station. This co-production of
hydrogen fuel and electric power is referred to as an “Energy Station.”

The objectives of the project were to:
 Advance the technology and validate the viability of an alternative refueling station

for dispensing H2/CNG blends and pure H2 to vehicles.
 Design, construct, install and operate a H2-fueled stationary 50kW fuel cell.
 Maintain safety as a top priority for the fueling station and fuel cell.
 Evaluate operability, reliability, and economic feasibility of an integrated power-

generation and vehicle-fueling system.
 Obtain adequate operational data on the fuel station to provide a basis for future

commercial fueling station designs.

The accomplishments of the project were:
 Achievement of satisfactory process operation and product purity capability with the

hydrogen generator, with one-button start and load-following capability.
 Achievement of aggregate hydrogen generator operation of over 4800 hours.
 Achievement of lower heating value (LHV) efficiency of 68%, with hydrogen purity

at<1 ppm CO.
 Identification and implementation of system improvements under real-world

performance and durability testing experience.
 Successful performance of over 200 HCNG blend and hydrogen vehicle fuelings.
 Achievement of safe operation during operating period; safe operation provided by

the safe engineering, design, fabrication and utilization of the station.
 Updating of economic models to incorporate latest fuel cell data and reformer

efficiencies. H2 pricing of $3.54/kg and electricity pricing of $0.08/kWh are possible
with a 1500 kg/day plant using H2A modeling. (H2A, which stands for Hydrogen
Analysis, is a model developed by DOE to leverage the combined talents of industry
analysts and stakeholders in order to improve transparency and consistency in the
approach to analyzing a multitude of hydrogen pathways. The model provides a
standardized approach and set of assumptions for estimating the life cycle costs of
hydrogen production and delivery technologies and the resulting cost of hydrogen.)
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Project Activity Summary

Introduction
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the refueling facility. In addition to the on-site hydrogen
generation, a liquid hydrogen supply system was installed to satisfy initial demand for
hydrogen at the refueling station, and to provide backup supply for additional system
reliability. The hydrogen compression, storage, blending and dispensing system is
capable of supplying pre-determined blends of H2 and compressed natural gas (CNG) to
be dispensed to trucks and buses with internal combustion engines (ICEs) that have been
converted to run on H2/CNG mixtures. The station is also able to dispense pure hydrogen
to vehicles. Initially four light duty vehicle (LDVs) and one para-transit bus were being
fueled with the H2/CNG blend.

Figure 1
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Approach
Early in the project, Air Products evaluated various small-scale developmental natural
gas reformation technologies via extensive laboratory and field-testing. These
technologies included partial oxidation, auto thermal reforming and steam methane
reforming. The test results were the basis for technology selection for the steam methane
reformer (SMR) fuel processor. These on-site options were evaluated on a total cost to
serve proprietary economic model. The model includes capital, operating and
maintenance costs. The steam methane reformer was determined to provide the lowest
potential cost to serve. The SMR fuel processor was constructed by Harvest Energy
Technologies and integrated with a PSA system supplied by QuestAir to develop the on-
site system capable of generating pure hydrogen from natural gas.
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Plug Power developed and provided a 50 kW fuel cell for the project. The fuel cell was
built by assembling eight 7.5 kW residential fuel cell stacks that were being developed by
Plug Power for the residential power market. The residential system was designed to
operate on reformate, and thus modifications were required for the pure hydrogen service
in this project. Extensive testing of the fully assembled module at Plug Power’s Latham,
NY facility was conducted to qualify individual systems and the final system
configuration.

The fuel station design was based on previous H2 and H2/CHG fueling station experience.
Extended duration operation of the fully integrated hydrogen-generation, fuel-cell, fuel-
station system was conducted to address robustness, performance, and economic
feasibility of the “Energy Station” concept.

Tasks Completed
Year 2000
Task 1 Design and Development
1.1 Finalize Project Plan
The final Project Management Plan was completed and submitted to DOE in June 2000.
The Plan included the development of the hydrogen demand table based on vehicle
buildup at the site and the proposed cost revisions that resulted from the project scope
definition and re-evaluation. It was recommended to DOE that the Metal Hydride
Compressor portion of the project be eliminated. Detailed economic reviews indicated
that the compressor was technically feasible, but could not be made economically, even if
it achieved its goals. In addition, it was recommended that a decision point to construct a
commercial hydrogen generator be established for August 2001.

1.2 Reformer Design and Development
Prototype unit start-up, Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI) and shakedown were
completed. Modifications to improve ignition and start-up control, initial and operational
testing to complete detailed safety reviews and allow for unmanned operation, and testing
to allow for demonstration of soot-free operation permitted the project to proceed through
the initial key decision point. Testing of the reactor and the PSA achieved continuous
operation records, and all runs exhibited good steady-state operating conditions during
both attended and unattended periods of operation. Issues related to the generator’s
licensing and capital cost led to a revised objective to provide a scaleup generator smaller
than the 6000-8000 scfh capacity unit specified in the original project proposal. The
smaller unit was expected to be more in line with the hydrogen demand required by the
refueling station and future commercial applications. The design specifications for the
refueling station are provided in Appendix A (CLV Fact Sheet).

1.3 50 kW PEM Fuel Cell System
A major change in design concept for the fuel cell was made from “automotive” to
“residential” to increase system reliability and reduce the development and production
cycle. Plug Power completed the design of the power conditioning/grid interconnect
subsystem.
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1.4 CLV Refueling Station/Subsystem Integration
All major refueling components were fabricated, and the equipment arrangement and
foundation design for the refuel station were developed and forwarded to the CLV for
incorporation into the basic site and civil construction package. A hazard and operability
safety review of the station piping and instrumentation design was also conducted. CLV
began development of its overall site plan and utility connections for review with the city
planning and permitting departments. For a detailed depiction of the equipment
arrangement and utility supply for the site, refer to Appendix B.

Year 2001
Task 2 Construction and Installation
2.1 Reformer Subsystem
A fully integrated auto thermal (ATR)-based prototype H2 generator was completed and
successfully tested at Air Products’ laboratories to demonstrate the technical viability of
the technology. The unit ran for 150 and 120 hours, met design H2 purity and burned tail
gas sufficiently. Several operational issues around heat and waste gas management were
resolved as part of meeting this major milestone. Steam coil replacement on the waste
gas burner was necessary to bring the unit back to operation during testing; the problem
was thought to have been related to the wastewater treatment system. In addition, there
were control problems on the system, but they were resolved. Air Products also
completed an internally funded study on the competitiveness of various reformer
technologies, and concluded that the steam methane reformer (SMR) technology was
more economical than ATR technology at this size range to generate pure hydrogen.
Harvest Energy Technologies was identified as an SMR technology vendor, and
procurement was initiated for the next-generation unit at a nominal 100 kW size.

2.2 50 kW PEM Fuel Cell
The design of the 50 kW fuel cell residential system recommended by Plug Power was
completed. The design minimizes technical, schedule, field support and cost risk.
Testing of the various parts of the system was completed. Nevada Power approved the
grid interface, including the design of the interconnection of the fuel cell with the grid at
the project site.

2.3 Refueling Station
Air Products completed the fuel station design, and various equipment components were
fabricated. Refer to Appendix C for Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams and flow
schematics for the fueling station. Process and design hazards and operability (HAZOP)
reviews were completed, and CLV completed the electrical supply design for the project
site. A typical demand profile is provided in Appendix D.

Year 2002
2.1 Reformer Subsystem
In 2001, the fully integrated auto thermal (ATR)-based prototype experienced ongoing
operational issues requiring several changes. Following the changes, a full
characterization of the ATR was completed at Air Products. However, based on both an
economic analysis concluding that SMR technology was more economical than ATR to
generate pure hydrogen at 50-100 kW and the recurring maintenance issues, it was
decided not to install the ATR-based generator in Las Vegas. Instead a 100 kW, 3000
SCFH hydrogen SMR based on technology from Harvest Energy Technologies was
developed and tested. Lessons learned in the ATR development were incorporated into
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the SMR, including one-button start capability, improved PSA recovery and recycle of
off-gas. The unit was installed, commissioned and placed into operation in the summer
of 2002, and on-spec hydrogen production, with a purity of 99.5%, was established.
Successful operation was achieved without process modification.

2.2 Fuel Cell
Full assembly and testing of the 50 kW fuel cell stack comprising eight 7.5 kW stack
modules was carried out at Plug Power. Initial start-up and qualification testing yielded
several design changes related to component selection, control and electronic equipment,
software algorithms, and gas delivery systems. The fuel cell experienced stack
degradation, the exact cause of which was unknown, but several causes were possible:

 An unknown contaminant in the stack
 Hydrogen not sufficiently wet
 Too large of a temperature rise across the stacks, causing the stacks to dry out or

flood
 The stack cells pulling a negative voltage

Several changes to the fuel cell stack were implemented in June 2002 to mitigate the
possible causes of the stack degradation, including:

 Revise stack piping
 Replace deionized water heat exchanger
 Install new stacks
 Change the location or recalibrate the temperature sensors in the fuel cell
 Rewire an electronic noise filter circuit into inverter to increase useable life of the

fuel cell stacks
 Use only four of the eight stacks, since only 30 kW output was required from the

system

Stack Degradation
Possible problems:
 Unknown contaminant
 Hydrogen not wet enough
 ΔT is too large – may result in membrane dehydration
 Stack cells pulling negative voltage

Solutions
 Replace deionized water heat exchange
 Install new stacks
 Change location or recalibrate temperature sensors
 Rewire circuit to eliminate current path
 Reduce minimum voltage
 Use 4 stacks instead of 8

Figure 2 provides a view of the hydrogen generator and fuel cell.
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Figure 2
Hydrogen Generator (Left) and Fuel Cell (Right)

2.3 Refueling Station
Integration of a metal hydride “thermal” compressor to compress hydrogen for the fuel
station was evaluated, but dropped from the project because there was insufficient waste
heat from the reformer to provide the thermal energy required by the metal hydride
compressor; in addition, the capital cost of the equipment made the technology
uneconomical. Installation of the fueling equipment at the project site was delayed one
year, awaiting completion of the CLV/CNG station, which was completed in March
2002. Figure 3 provides a view of the fuel station.

Figure 3
Fuel Station
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Task 3 Systems/Station Integration
3.1 Permitting & Safety Review
Air Products personnel carried out the procedures required to obtain local codes and
permitting for the hydrogen station. They met with local officials, performed hazard
reviews per Air Products’ standard procedures, and applied Air Products’ codes and
standards for design and construction. Site work began in March 2002.

Year 2003
2.1 Hydrogen Generator
The SMR achieved an aggregate run time of 2200 hours. The integrated generator
system controls demonstrated the full range of expected operability control. In addition,
remote operation and monitoring of the hydrogen generator was demonstrated. Produced
hydrogen was used for electrical power production by the fuel cell power plant, and for
blend H2/CNG ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicle and hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
fueling when required. However, fuel cell availability was not highly reliable.

2.2 Fuel Cell
Several operational issues were identified and addressed. Scanning of individual cell
voltage was unreliable, and the scanner cards were redesigned, installed and operational
in April 2003. In addition, inadequate draining of water was addressed with a
successfully modified water drain valve. However, the fuel cell continued to have issues
with cell voltage falloff that made continuous operation problematic. The fuel cell stack
was replaced and restarted.

The fuel cell did not meet the durability objectives, and further extensive research would
be required to determine the root cause of the degradation.

2.3 Fueling Station
Fueling station operation was established in July 2002. The H2/CNG fuel dispensing unit
was tied into the CLV fuel accounting system for seamless connectivity of data collection
with their existing fleet of CNG vehicle operations. Satisfactory fueling functionality
was demonstrated; fueling operations were performed for both hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles and blend H2/CNG ICE vehicles (Ford conversion vans and buses). Fully
integrated control functionality of the Energy Station was demonstrated. Operational
data from 2002 and 2003 are provided in Appendix E.

Year 2004
It was realized that there was a greater demand for hydrogen by other engine
manufacturers. To support this need, the overall pressure had to be increased from 250 to
350 bar. Therefore plans to augment pressure at the site were developed in 2004.

3.1 Permitting and Safety Review
A better than satisfactory assessment of the site was made by the DOE Safety Panel in
March 2004. No critical or deficient items concerning safety were found.

Year 2005
2.1 Hydrogen Generator
The unit had achieved a run time of over 4800 hours. During 2005 hydrogen generator
operation efficiency achieved 68%, with hydrogen produced at purities of less than 1 ppm
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CO. Economic analysis confirmed the technology’s ability to achieve an integrated, co-
production result of less than $3.60/kg cost of hydrogen and $0.08/kWh cost of power.

Because of the excellent real-world performance and durability testing environment
provided by Las Vegas, several improvement opportunities were identified. These
learnings are captured in the lessons learned section and Appendix F of this report.

2.3 Fueling Station
Satisfactory fueling functionality was demonstrated. Over 200 fuelings were safely
performed. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the hydrogen demand profiles for the fuelers from
February 2004 through December 2005 and from January through December 2006,
respectively.

Table 1 – Hydrogen Profile Demands for 2004/2005
Las Vegas Hydrogen Las Vegas Blend

Total 136 kg 49 kg
Monthly Average 6.48 kg 2.24 kg

Table 2 – Hydrogen Profile Demands for 2006
Las Vegas Hydrogen Las Vegas Blend

Total 118 kg 263 kg
Monthly Average 10.55 kg 21.45 kg

The fueling pressure was upgraded from 250 bar fueling capability to 350 bar. This
upgrade operated reliably. The upgrade was made as a move to accommodate the need to
increase dispensing pressure by the OEMs and thus the capacity on board the vehicle.
The increased pressure capability to dispense has attracted interest from OEMs such as
Honda to place vehicles at the CLV. General performance observations are provided in
Appendix F.

Major Lessons Learned
Equipment Operational Issues
Since the original charge of catalyst lasted less than 2200 hours, a run of 2000 hours was
repeated with modifications. The Boiler Level control logic was primarily responsible
for the catalyst degradation; the new logic reduced but did not eliminate the problem.
The GC was used to document the baseline performance after other issues below were
corrected. The GC was taken back to the site at the end of the 2000-hour operating
period, since the manual data showed apparent performance drop-off.

Operating issues:
 There were significant temperature variations throughout the reformer due to BFW

control logic. The temperature variation was removed with improved control
strategy.

 The shift inlet temperature could not be controlled to be hot enough, resulting in poor
catalyst activity - high CO in the syngas to the PSA. This could be solved by
modifying the E-1 Feed Preheat Exchanger Bypass Line size; this is a design issue.
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 The K621 Syngas compressor recycle line leaked. This was threaded pipe with
standard unions, and it was in syngas service and under high vibrations due to the
syngas compressor vibration issue. While the leak was not bad enough to set off the
combustible gas monitor, this line should be changed to welded with Hart Unions (o-
ring unions), which would be required per Air Products pipe specs.

 The fire eye was apparently experiencing intermittent faults, causing the plant to shut
down. The fire eye was replaced, and the installation was modified to independently
bring the detector fault signal back to the PLC. These steps improved the reliability
of the operation of the H2 generator.

 Day to night process variation – The air flow correction was changed to follow burner
core temperature instead of the container temperature. The reformer temperatures
and conversion and production dropped when the container doors were opened each
morning and the TI-110 temperature dropped which reduced air flow to the reformer
and reduced firing.

After 5 days of operation, the plant tripped. Based on the enclosure fan stopping and then
starting sometime later, the trip was caused by the Fire Detector indication (FIH-101).
The Fire Detector is wired to trip either on a detected fire or on a fault of the Fire
Detector Unit. After talking to the manufacturer, the Air Products technical support
person for the unit, it was determined that the unit is a relatively old model number and
should be replaced or repaired and upgraded. Additionally, new wiring and detector
option setup is recommended, which will make the unit more reliable.

The plant was left in a shutdown state, and recommendations were made on how to
proceed and confirm the process performance.
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Design Issues
Hydrogen Generator
 Desulfurizers were too large for one-man operation, and were sized for too short a

period onstream; it would be better to size them for 9 to 12 months before change-out.
 For the reformer/boiler, the controls package around the boiler control should be

further improved as previously stated, and optimized to obtain extended unit
operations and catalyst life.

 The syngas compressor experienced too much vibration; the vendor should change to
provide a more balanced, stable design. Options for lube or non-lube machine may
be better and should be investigated. Compressor rebuilds are an expensive item and
need to be considered in the total cost to deliver HP gas.

 Catalyst activity in the shift reactor should be improved to significantly reduce the
size of the reactor, and thus reduce the cost of the component.

 Investigate PSAs with higher hydrogen recovery to reduce cost and footprint. The
current PSA exhibited much lower recovery than large plant PSAs, and a project
should be undertaken to improve recovery and lower the footprint. Novel designs
need to be considered.

 Utilities: a more robust nitrogen supply for purging is needed, as is a better reverse
osmosis water treatment system. In addition, the cooling water refrigeration system
should be removed from the roof.

 Upgrade the water pump. Reliability was poor, causing outages. Several designs
should be investigated based on a total cost to delivery basis.

 Improve the aesthetics and reduce the footprint of the container. The existing
container was chosen from a cost and availability standpoint. A design that would fit
a less industrial look is recommended.

 Eliminate the huge stack to improve the aesthetics of the safety systems.
 Improve efficiency to above 65%, preferably to 68% on an LHV basis. This small

system exhibits very poor efficiency. Further investigation would improve efficiency
and the potential to be commercially viable.

 Optimize controls; include better data collection capability and include test
instrumentation. The lack of detailed data affected the ability to troubleshoot in a
timely fashion.

Hydrogen Compressor and Hydrogen Storage
 Investigate compressor vendor to achieve lower cost, lower noise and a smaller

footprint.
 Enclose compressor to improve aesthetics.
 Simplify control system to save cost and integrate it with the reformer control system

into a single package.

Dispenser
 Reduce cost. A first of a kind dispensor needs value engineering to obtain costs

comparable to today’s gasoline dispensors. This would include improving the
aesthetics for a more commercial vs. industrial look.

 Improve aesthetics.
 Simplify user interface (computer control screen) and make the control panel more

user friendly. As a first design, the industrial interface will be too cumbersome for
the average public user.

 A more accurate means of metering is needed.
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Recommendations/Conclusions
Recommendations for future R&D include continuing to reduce the cost of systems and
subsystems by simplifying the manufacturing of each of the components and subsystems
to effect capital cost reductions.

From a commercial standpoint, the unit is currently too expensive to be a product
offering; therefore, further significant cost reductions and integration are needed to make
the facility commercially attractive. The system was put together as an integration of test
components; further development is required for a total integrated turnkey system to have
a viable offering in the marketplace. We suggest a next-generation, turnkey fueling
system and/or “Energy Station” be pursued as the next phase toward developing a
hydrogen fueling station capable of being operated by an average vehicle driver.

Publications/Presentations/Recognition
Presentations on the “Energy Station” concept and the Las Vegas project have been given
to various audiences separately or in conjunction with a discussion of developing
hydrogen infrastructure, including:

 Energy Frontiers International, Marcos Island, FL, February 1-2, 2000
 11th Annual NHA Conference, Tyson’s Corner, VA, March 1-2, 2000
 IQPC Fuel Cells 2000 Conference, Palm Springs, CA, May 24-25, 2000
 Florida’s Hydrogen Summit, Tallahassee, FL, October 24-25, 2000
 Merrill-Lynch Global Energy Technology Conference – New York City, May 2001
 California Fuel Cell Partnership Steering Team – Diamond Bar, CA, October 2001
 The EVAA Electric Transportation Industry Conference & Exposition – Sacramento,

CA, December 2001 NRC Hydrogen Study Team Meeting - Washington D.C.
CHALLENGES FOR THE CHEMICAL SCIENCES IN THE 21ST CENTURY –
January 2002

 Globe 2002 – Vancouver, Canada, March 2002
 H2 Investor Forum – Washington, D.C., April 2002
 Hydrogen Expo 2002, Hamburg, Germany, October 10-12, 2002 - “Pathways to

Building Infrastructure to Support the Hydrogen Economy”
 U.S. - Australian Climate Action Partnership Opportunities Roundtable, Washington,

DC, November 4, 2002 - “Role of Hydrogen as an Energy Resource for the United
States”

 Hydrogen Energy Systems Society of Japan Symposium, Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Tokyo, Japan, December 11, 2002 – “Hydrogen Economy Strategies- a
U.S. Perspective”

 SAE Telephone/Webcast, April 3, 2003 - The Path to the Emission-Free Vehicle
through the Use of Hydrogen as a Fuel – “Hydrogen Fuel Infrastructure - Creating the
Future”

 DOE Regional Meeting in Annapolis, MD, 2004
 SAE Annual Meeting, 2004
 Annual NHA Meeting, March 2005

Project participants received a special member award from the National Hydrogen
Association for “… development of the Las Vegas Refueling Station, the world’s first
energy station featuring the co-production of hydrogen and electricity.”
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Equipment Specifications for the Fueling Station

(CLV Fact Sheet)
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CLV Fact Sheet

Summary / Purpose

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. is performing work for the DOE to develop, design, procure, install, and operate an on-site hydrogen generation
system, an alternative vehicle refueling station, and a stationary hydrogen fuel cell power plant, to be located in Las Vegas, Nevada. Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc. has teamed with Plug Power Inc., of Latham, NY, and the City of Las Vegas, Nevada for this effort.

The facility will serve as a commercial demonstration of hydrogen as a safe and clean energy alternative. Integral to this will be the validation of
new natural gas based hydrogen production systems, PEM fuel cell power generation systems, and numerous new technologies for the safe and
reliable delivery of hydrogen as a fuel to vehicles.

The facility consists of a H2 generator, fuel station, and stationary PEM fuel cell. The fuel station includes hydrogen compression, liquid and
gaseous hydrogen storage, hydrogen and natural gas blending and pure hydrogen and CNG/H2 blend dispensing systems.

System Attributes

1500 Gallon Liquid H2 Storage Vessel
 Holds approx. 170,000 scf of H2 product; 930 lbs of H2 product
 Cryogenic, double walled, vacuum annular space insulated vessel, ASME Stn 8 Code
 Manufactured by ACME
 Monitored via telemetry for refill rqmts
 Refill product hauled from New Orleans or Sacramento

Hydril Storage Tubes
 ASME Stn 8 Code Storage tubes
 Product stored at 5200 psig
 Tubes store approx. 54,000 total scf
 Manufactured by CPI
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Product Compression
 Henderson / Greenfield Compressor
 50 psig suction pressure / 5400 psig discharge pressure
 85 scfm (5100 scfm) capacity
 575 rpm
 60 HP
 5 stages / 6 cylinders
 6000 MAWP

CNG / H2 Blend Dispenser

 Built by Kraus

H2 Dispenser

 Built by QMP

Note: This was subsequently changed out to a new dispenser, rated for 350 Bar fueling

H2 Generator

 Fuel Processor and Assembly Integration by Harvest Engineering Technologies, Burbank, CA
 Specified to Produce 2600 scfh H2, 99.95 purity: product at approx. 100 – 110 psig

Fuel Processor

 Traditional SMR at low pressure
 3% CO from Fuel Processor
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 Desulfurizer (activated carbon [mercaptans]/ copper impreg act crbn[H2S]) – to – Feed Preheater – to – SMR Tubes (6 ea)
[concentric tubes w/ catalyst in annular space; tubes arranged around central radiant burner mounted at top of reformer shell] – to
– Shift Reactor – to – Condensate Separator [V2]

 Reformer catalyst = Nickel on Alumina
 Shift catalyst = Copper and Chromium on Iron

Compressor

 Mehrer Compressor packaged by UAPC
 Vertical, 2 stage, oil free
 Water cooled
 Suction @ 2 psig; Discharge @ 120 psig
 Flow = 75.9 scfm


PSA

 Provided by QuestAir
 Six beds
 Two rotary cycling valves
 Zeolite Catalyst (UOP Molecular Sieve – Sodium/Calcium Aluminosilicate)
 Approx. 5’Wx7.5’Lx7.5’H
 Vessels = 6 in. diameter x 49 in. long

Plug Power Fuel Cell

 Specified to generate 50 kW on 1629 scfh H2 feedstock
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Appendix B
Equipment Arrangement and Utility Supply
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Appendix C
Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams and Flow Schematics
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Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
ATT1042121E

Hydrogen Generation Facility
2600 SCFH for

DOE Fueling Station
Las Vegas, Nevada
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Flow schematics follow
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Appendix D
Hydrogen Production History
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% on-stream (cumulative hours/Elapsed time)
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Appendix E
Operational Data
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Appendix F

General Performance Observations
&

Equipment Operational Problems and Resolution
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General Performance Observations:
Performance Test Data and Simulation
The hydrogen generator was designed to produce hydrogen product to document
hydrogen’s competitiveness as a fuel compared to gasoline.

The heat and material balance was simulated using Aspen by setting the measured
temperatures, pressures, syngas compositions, process natural gas flow, tailgas flow, and
hydrogen product flow, and a best estimate of the amount of tailgas burned and steam
produced. The air flow for combustion, the reformer and shift reactor approach
temperatures, and exchanger heat leaks were adjusted to close the heat and material
balance. Finally, all 8 simulations were compared to the original heat and material
balance from HET to determine consistency.

Maximum Production vs. Design
At the shop performance test, Dave Warren of Harvest Energy Technology (HET)
commented that the reformer did not make design production because the reformer is
heat transfer limited.

The attainable catalyst outlet temperature limits the amount of natural gas that can be
processed by the reformer. The reformer tubes are “regenerative tubes”, heated both by
radiant heat from a central burner and by heat from the catalyst outlet gas flowing
through a center tube. The fuel to the burner is adjusted to maintain a burner surface
temperature. The burner surface temperature is set based on plant rates to give sufficient
heat to achieve acceptable methane conversion in the reformer. Secondary air is added to
the furnace to cool the tube walls below the shutdown limit. The amount of secondary air
varies the steam production since it changes the fluegas flow to the boiler.

The highest rates that could be achieved at the HET shop test were 810 scfh process
natural gas feed vs. a design of 900 scfh. The catalyst outlet temperature was at 1230 deg
F for this case. The highest rates that could be achieved at the Las Vegas site were 775
scfh process natural gas fee. This was limited by the amount of combustion air the
primary air fan could provide. The 2100 foot elevation and 115 deg F Summer
temperatures limited the fan throughput vs. the shop test conditions.

Efficiency vs. Design
The plant efficiency expressed as either Thermal Efficiency (btu of H2 product per btu of
feed gas) or as gross efficiency (btu of feed gas per scf of H2 product) was lower than the
design case. This is attributed to three main factors – Shift reactor design, PSA recovery,
and high steam production.

First, the shift reactor approach temperature is lower than design. This is mostly due to
the high space velocity (WGSV) through the reactor. Based on communications with
Sud Chemie, the design wet gas SV for the reactor at 650 deg F inlet temperature should
be on the order 1700 hr-1. The shift reactor design is WGSV =3000 hr-1, and the plant
has operated between 3000 hr-1 at high rates and 1600 hr-1 at turndown rates. The high
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WGSV results in worse shift reactor approach temperatures and higher than design
syngas CO content. This leads to both loss of this conversion to hydrogen and to lower
PSA recovery.

Second, the PSA recovery is lower than that assumed in the design heat and material
balance. At high rates, the PSA recovery has been observed around 70% vs. a design of
80%.

Third, to cool the tubewall, the secondary air is higher than design resulting in high steam
production. All steam produced is mixed with process natural gas resulting in a high
steam to carbon ratio. This results in more duty to heat the syngas to reforming
temperatures. This also leads to higher shift reactor space velocities, which converts less
of the CO to H2.

Demand / Hours of Production
The hydrogen generator was designed to supply hydrogen fuel to a fleet of hydrogen
powered and hydrogen/NG blend vehicles, to be operated by the City of Las Vegas. The
fleet of vehicles has never materialized. There is a H2/NG blend pick-up truck and a
H2/NG blend bus each operated a minimum number of hours per month. Maintenance
issues on these vehicles have prevented them from continuous operation.

In addition to the vehicles, a 50 kw PEM fuel cell manufactured and operated by Plug
Power is to base-load the hydrogen demand, producing electricity with the hydrogen
produced at turndown rates when vehicles are not fueling. This fuel cell has had very
few operating hours, and many of the hours it did run, it consumed vaporized liquid
hydrogen to verify operation on fuel lower than the guaranteed 10 ppm CO produced
from the H2 generator.

Due to the low demand, nearly all of the operating hours were R&D hours to understand
operation, controls, and reliability issues. The plant has operated between 2500 and 3000
hours between August 2002 and February 2004.

Reliability / Operating Issues
During the first 2500 hours of operation, there have been many outages due to
instrumentation and equipment problems. Most notably are issues with

- the reformer burner failed,
- the reformer catalyst degradation, and
- syngas compressor vibrations causing failure of piping and nozzle welds on

vessels associated with the syngas compressor.
The following are short descriptions of the operating issues. They are not in-depth
analysis of each topic.

Burner Failure
During operation in May 2003, the plant tripped due to failure of the burner. The plant
was operating at normal operating conditions with tailgas to the burner. Analysis of the
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operating data showed that this was a quick failure and the reformer temperatures never
went above normal operating values.

It was contemplated that potentially the primary air fan had a failure causing a back-flash
in the burner. A replacement fan was inexpensive and available so the primary air fan
was replaced.

The burner was replaced and the plant was restarted. This restart was difficult to control
since the replacement fan speed was adjusted differently than the originally installed fan.
There is not any air flow measurement, so it was difficult to return the plant to normal
operating temperatures. All controls are setup for fixed output to fan outputs and burner
setpoint without feedback adjustment.

In July 2003 a primary air flow meter was installed and the plant was restarted.

Reformer Catalyst Degradation
During the July 2003 restart, it was discovered that the plant production had dramatically
decreased. For 650 scfh H2 produced, less than 1200 scfh H2 was produced vs. around
1800 scfh H2 during operation at these rates earlier in the year. After investigating the
syngas compressor for potential leaks and the PSA for potential leaks from syngas or
product H2 to the tailgas header, a GC was sent to site and the syngas feed to the PSA
was found to contain >12% methane vs. a design of 1.5%.

The methane slip could have been caused by either a leak from feed gas to the syngas
stream, maldistribution in the reformer feed header, or from catalyst inactivity. Possible
leaks in either the reformer tubes or in the E-1 feed preheat exchanger were ruled out.
The reformer catalyst was removed and sent to Sud Chemie for analysis. Possible
poisons to the catalyst are sulfur breakthrough from the desulfurizers, or chlorine
breakthrough from the feedwater treatment. Additionally, low steam to carbon ratio
could cause carbon deposition on the catalyst blocking active sites on the catalyst.

Sud Chemie found no indication of deactivating poisons or carbon on the catalyst. An
activity test showed that the catalyst at the inlet of the reformer tubes was of normal
activity, but the catalyst from the outlet was nearly completely inactive. The catalyst
apparently had suffered nickel sintering caused by exposure to high temperatures.

It is contemplated that temperature cycling due to discrete boiler level control. The
control logic has been changed to provide continuous actuation of the feedwater pump
speed to maintain boiler level.

Additional instrumentation have been added including temperature measurements along
the length of the reformer tubes, temperature measurements along the length of the
furnace, and steam flow measurement.
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The catalyst has been replaced and the plant will be restarted in the Spring of 2004 for a
2000 hour test period to determine if the boiler level logic change has fixed the catalyst
degredation issue.

Syngas Compressor Vibrations
Since the initial startup, there have been at least 3 failures of piping or nozzle welds
associated with vibrations of the syngas compressor. The compressor is attached to the
iso-container via shock absorbing feet that allow some movement of the compressor
during operation. The transition between the compressor and the fixed piping into and
out of the compressor is accomplished with flex hoses. There have been failures of both
vessel nozzles and flex hoses.

Note that the piping failures around the syngas compressor have resulted in syngas leaks
into the iso-container. The leaks were not bad enough to trip the enclosure combustible
gas monitor. They were detected by observation of the product recovery decreasing. An
alarm has been defined in the PLC which calls the Sacramento plant operators if a low
product recovery is detected.

Controls Performance
The control strategy delivered from HET is a simple linear model scaling key controls
based on rates as defined by the setpoint of the process natural gas flow. The signals
output are:

- primary and secondary air fan output
- burner surface temperature setpoint

Air Products added PSA speed logic to also adjust the PSA with plant rates.

Instrumentation Shortcomings
Primary and secondary air fan was controlled too simplistically. The as-delivered logic
directly sent output to the fans based on the desired plant rates. This approach fails to
account for air flow variations with ambient conditions. The result was day-to-night as
well as seasonal variations in air flow for a given plant rate. The plant saw daily swings
in steam production which caused compositions to swing. The fan speeds have been
adjusted based on ambient temperature indication. A primary air flow measurement has
also been installed, but feedback flow control has not yet been programmed.

There was no steam flow measurement. During the analysis of the catalyst mal-
performance, we could not tell for certain that there was sufficient steam flow. A steam
flow measurement has been installed. It will be used for information only, not feedback
for controls.

The enclosure fire detector was installed with the Fire Relay and the Fault Relay in series.
Therefore, any plant trip caused by the fire detector could not be determined to be a fault
vs. a detected fire. This has been modified to bring separate signals, tripping on a
detected fire and alarming only on a fire detector fault indication.


